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Liverpool's slice of luck helps Dalglish to expand on a familiar theme 
Liverpool 1 Fulham 0  
Nigh on 20 years had elapsed between Kenny Dalglish's two most recent wins as 
Liverpool manager. Now he has a second victory in five days and it was enough to 
earn him another place in the record books of a club with whom he will always be 
indelibly linked.  
Slender the margin of victory at Anfield last night may have been, and fortuitous 
the decisive own goal by John Paintsil undoubtedly was, but it was enough to 
ensure that Dalglish now has the best win ratio of any manager in Liverpool's 
illustrious history. The Scot may blanch at the idea of his return prompting an 
outbreak of romance but it seems the chemistry between Liverpool and their 
greatest living legend stands the test of time.  
There was nothing special about Liverpool's performance and they ended the 
game on the back foot with Fulham twice going close to equalising, but the three 
points earned took them to seventh in the Barclays Premier League - the highest 
position they have occupied this season. Having taken over 16 days ago with form 
and morale at a low, that may be the achievement that Dalglish cherishes the 
most. Call it Murphy's Law, inevitability or just plain old fate, but if there was one 
certainty about this game it was that it would feature a controversy involving an 
assistant referee. And so it was that after six minutes Liverpool, the beneficiaries 
of the correct implementation of the offside rule at the weekend, had a goal ruled 
out that should have stood.  
Fernando Torres was at very worst level when Raul Meireles released him with 
the kind of slide-rule through-ball that the Spain forward thrives upon. But after 
clipping past David Stockdale, Torres's joy immediately turned to disappointment 
as what would have been his tenth goal of the season was ruled out. As one wag 
pointed out, Sian Massey would have got that one right.  
The expansive style of football with which Liverpool have become reacquainted 
after the departure of Roy Hodgson and appointment of Dalglish dictated that 
they would continue to create chances, however, particularly with Meireles 
flourishing in the space between midfield and attack. Hodgson had been unable 
to nail down a position for Meireles despite signing him but the Portuguese now 
has a definitive function and it is one that recent performances suggest suits him 
well. Had it not been for Stockdale's reflexes then Meireles would have had his 
third goal in as many games, a header repelled by the goalkeeper's outstretched 
hands. Like Meireles, Stockdale is in a rich vein of form, in the absence of Mark 
Schwarzer, who is at the Asian Cup, and the save he produced to turn Glen 
Johnson's shot over the crossbar was perhaps even better.  
Fulham, whose small contingent of fans became the first at Anfield this season to 
sing Hodgson's name without it being with malicious intent, grew in stature after 
Liverpool were unable to capitalise on their early dominance and Pepe Reina was 
forced to make two saves in quick succession. First from Clint Dempsey, who did 
well to hit the target, and next from Moussa Dembele, who should have done 
better after Andrew Johnson set him up.  
In encouraging the players he inherited to push forward and play in a more open 
style, Dalglish has made Liverpool instantly more pleasing on the eye but a by-
product of his purist's approach is that opponents are also able to impose 
themselves when Liverpool's standards drop from those they set in recording a 
resounding victory over Wolverhampton Wanderers on Saturday.  
At times, Fulham were able to enjoy unhindered spells of possession, albeit 
usually in areas of little danger. It is because of such shortcomings that Dalglish is 
keen to see his squad reshaped before the transfer window closes and Liverpool 
officials were due to meet their Fulham counterparts after the match to try to 
complete Paul Konchesky's return to his former club on loan. Should that deal 
proceed, Liverpool will recruit a former player of their own, with Stephen 
Warnock set to join until the end of the season.  
Even without additions, the Liverpool caretaker manager maintains that with a 
little good fortune his team could become more consistent and Dalglish's request 
for luck was answered in comical style after 52 minutes. When Torres's shot 
deflected off Brede Hangeland and on to a post it appeared that the chance had 
gone only for Paintsil to slice horribly into his own goal. Meireles was to play his 
most crucial role of the game in the closing stages when he popped up on his own 
goalline to clear a towering header from Hangeland as Liverpool ended the game 
nervously. They managed to hang on, though, and afforded their manager a place 
once more in the record books that would have been unimaginable before he was 
granted his second coming.  
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): J M Reina -- M Kelly, M Skrtel, D Agger, G Johnson -- C Poulsen 
(sub: F Aurelio, 80min), S Gerrard -- D Kuyt (sub: J Shelvey, 66), R Meireles, M 
Rodriguez -- F Torres. Substitutes not used: P Gulacsi, D Wilson, D Pacheco, J Cole, 
D Ngog. Fulham (4-5-1): D Stockdale -- J Paintsil, B Hangeland, A Hughes, C Baird -- 
D Duff (sub: Z Gera, 63), D Murphy, S Sidwell, M Dembele, C Dempsey -- A 
Johnson. Substitutes not used: N Etheridge, S Kelly, C Salcido, D Kamara, J 
Greening, S Davies. Booked: Paintsil. Referee: L Probert. Kenny Dalglish 1985-91, 
2011 313 190 60.70% John McKenna/ WE Barclay 1892-96 127 77 60.63% Bob 
Paisley 1974-83 535 308 57.57% Rafael Benitez 2004-10 350 197 56.29% Joe 
Fagan 1983-84 131 71 54.20% Gerard Houllier 1998-2004 307 160 52.12% Bill 
Shankly 1959-74 783 407 51.98% Total games Total wins Manager Win ratio The 
victory over Fulham last night gives Kenny Dalglish the highest win-to-games ratio 
of any Liverpool manager 

 

 
Dalglish sets sights higher after lacklustre Liverpool ride luck to stay on 
the rise 
Four league games into his second coming and Kenny Dalglish has Liverpool 
where Rafael Benitez left them: seventh in the table and longing for new faces to 
take them higher. It really is like the Roy Hodgson era never happened.  
Victory over Fulham last night was fortunate, in terms of the manner of the 
decisive goal and the desperate rearguard action needed to preserve a second 
successive clean sheet and win for Dalglish's team. The pass-and-move philosophy 
the Liverpool manager follows was fractured compared to Saturday's 
performance at Molineux and Mark Hughes had every justification for lamenting a 
pointless trip to Anfield. Not that Dalglish should care one iota. He now has a 
foundation to the feelgood factor his appointment was guaranteed to bring in the 
form of the club's highest league position of a trying season. Operation 
Permanent Appointment is proceeding well.  
"I think we are better than seventh but it [the table] is getting a wee bit more 
realistic now," Dalglish said. "We will not get carried away with seventh, that's not 
where this football club wants to be."  
Liverpool got the breaks Dalglish believes they have lacked in recent weeks. He 
now needs Fenway Sports Group, the club's owner, to make similar headway in 
the final five days of the transfer window to underpin the progress made. Deals 
for Luis Suarez and Charlie Adam have inevitably stalled as Liverpool offer only 
half the pounds 25m and pounds 8m respectively that Ajax and Blackpool want 
for their players. Ajax have set a deadline of Saturday for any deal for Suarez to be 
completed. Dalglish said: "The finance is there. Everything is in place but it's 
difficult to get players out of other clubs at this time. If we do not get anyone it is 
not for the want of trying."  
Fulham arrived with a record of one win in their previous 29 Premier League away 
fixtures, although only Manchester City had conceded fewer goals on their travels 
this season. That provided Hughes with sufficient encouragement to take the 
game to Liverpool and, a brief and costly wobble at the start of the second half 
aside, his players adhered to the plan.  
The visitors barely allowed the hosts a touch in the opening minutes yet should 
have fallen behind to Liverpool's first attack. Raul Meireles, retained in an 
advanced role with the returning Steven Gerrard in central midfield, split Fulham's 
central defence and Fernando Torres held off Aaron Hughes to beat the 
goalkeeper David Stockdale with ease. The same combination had beaten the 
offside trap to deliver Liverpool's much-publicised opening goal at 
Wolverhampton Wanderers but here the heavens - or something in the sky - 
intervened as the male assistant referee ruled that Torres had strayed marginally 
offside.  
"We had some good luck tonight but also some bad luck. Fernando's goal was 
onside," the Liverpool manager said. Asked if he preferred having a woman 
running the line, he said: "The only thing I have learned is that these things 
[microphones] are always on."  
Stockdale was the dominant figure as Liverpool responded well to the setback, 
saving superbly from Meireles's diving header and from a rising drive from Glen 
Johnson. Moussa Dembele wasted a glorious chance to put Fulham ahead from 
Andrew Johnson's cutback but with Liverpool beginning to lose their way the 
home side were gifted the lead through a series of fortunate breaks.  
First, Clint Dempsey's slack pass was deflected into Torres, whose low shot was 
diverted beyond Stockdale's dive by the foot of Brede Hangeland and on to a 
post. Meireles and Stockdale flapped at the loose ball and, having failed to clear 
at the first attempt, John Pantsil sliced the second into his own net. Most obliging.  
Liverpool were evidently nervous holding a slender lead and rightly so as Fulham 
dominated the closing exchanges. Dempsey threatened three times, Hughes 
headed inches wide and Hangeland had a header sliced off the line by Meireles. 
Unlike Pantsil, his miscue sailed to safety and Liverpool held out to deliver 
Dalglish's first Anfield victory since a 3-1 win over Everton in 1991.  
Hughes said: "We are shaking our heads in the dressing room. I've been involved 
in many games here, as a player and a manager, where we've been dominated 
and been lucky to come away with anything, but tonight was the complete 
opposite."  
Liverpool 4-2-3-1  
Reina; Kelly, Skrtel, Agger, Johnson; Gerrard, Poulsen (Aurelio, 80); Kuyt (Shelvey, 
66), Meireles, Rodriguez; Torres.  
Subs not used  
Gulacsi, Cole, Pacheco, Wilson, Ngog.  
Fulham 4-4-1-1  
Stockdale; Pantsil*, Hughes, Hangeland, Baird; Duff (Gera, 63), Sidwell, Murphy, 
Dempsey; Dembele; Johnson.  
Subs not used  
Etheridge, Kelly, Salcido, Kamara, Greening, Davies.  
Referee L Probert  
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PANTSIL GIVES REDS A LIFT; Own goal makes it a second victory for 
Kenny 
Liverpool 1  
Fulham 0  
IT hardly ranked as a goal Kenny Dalglish would have claimed with any pride in his 
playing days, but he was more than happy to accept a gift offering from Fulham 
defender John Pantsil in his new role as Liverpool manager at Anfield last night.  
Liverpool had seen a sixth-minute effort from Fernando Torres ruled out by a 
dubious offside decision and were beginning to despair of a breakthrough after 
having two further goal attempts thwarted by brilliant reflex saves from stand-in 
keeper David Stockdale.  
But they were given a helping hand when they needed it most, as Pantsil put 
through his own goal to give Liverpool a 52nd-minute winner and put them 
seventh in the Barclays Premier League.  
Torres' deflected shot cannoned back of a post and led to a scramble near the 
Fulham line that ended with the hapless Pantsil slicing the ball past the grounded 
Stockdale.  
Earlier on, Anfield was given a reminder of Danny Murphy's prowess from set-
pieces after Martin Skrtel clattered into Andy Johnson on Fulham's left flank in 
only the fourth minute. If the Kop was hushed for a moment, it was with good 
cause, as former Liverpool midfielder Murphy curled the resulting free-kick into 
the area with customary precision, only for Aaron Hughes to glance a header 
narrowly wide.  
There is a zest about Liverpool that was missing during Roy Hodgson's troubled 
reign though, and they soon had Fulham concentrating on matters at the other 
end. Indeed, there should have been more tangible evidence of a revival in 
Fernando Torres' fortunes, just two minutes later.  
Liverpool's [pounds sterling]21million record signing appears to be responding to 
Dalglish's input, after cutting a sullen figure under Hodgson, and looked to have 
added to his scoring tally after being sent clear by Raul Meireles.  
Torres calmly slotted the chance past the advancing Stockdale, only for the 
celebrations to be cut short by the most marginal of offside decisions. Fulham 
may be missing Mark Schwarzer, while he is away on international duty with 
Australia, but Stockdale showed himself a capable deputy with a flying 
11thminute save from Meireles' glancing header.  
Martin Kelly supplied the cross, and Liverpool's right-back created more danger 
seconds later, with a delivery that persuaded Torres to launch himself into an 
attempted scissor kick. He connected with nothing other than thin air, but 
Dalglish will not have minded. It was more evidence that his lethal frontrunner 
was in the mood to make amends for his sluggish start to the season.  
Hearteningly for Dalglish, the apparent eagerness to try something different was 
not confined to Torres. When Glen Johnson cut in from the left in the 25th 
minute, there was no hesitation about letting fly from 25 yards. It took another 
outstanding save from Stockdale to prevent a goal, as he stretched to tip it over.  
There had been little scope for Fulham to think of anything other than trying to 
stay on terms, but a rare breakaway almost produced an even rarer goal for a side 
who have failed to score on their previous four visits to Anfield. Former Everton 
striker Johnson reached the by-line on the left and cut the ball back to an 
unmarked Moussa Dembele, whose shot was grasped on the line by Pepe Reina.  
It was a reminder that Liverpool could ill-afford to switch off, and that they could 
be punished for failing to turn so much pressure into a goal. Even so, it must have 
been gratifying for Dalglish to see his side building on their victory at Wolves.  
He had warned that Mark Hughes' sides tend to be hard to break down, but he 
might not have expected such stout resistance against a Liverpool team fresh 
from firing three goals past Mick McCarthy's team and full of attacking vigour. 
There was little to suggest the defensive wall was about to be breached, despite 
Steven Gerrard's best efforts on his return from suspension.  
The Liverpool skipper twisted athletically in the 50th minute to not only keep the 
ball in near the corner flag but whip in a cross that Maxi Rodriguez fired against a 
defender.  
The breakthrough arrived a minute later. After intercepting a pass by Clint 
Dempsey, Dirk Kuyt teed up Torres for a drive that deflected off Brede Hangeland 
and hit the inside of a post. In the scramble that followed, Pantsil only succeeded 
in bundling the ball over his own line.  
MATCH FACTS  
LIVERPOOL (4-2-3-1): Reina 6; M Kelly 7, Skrtel 6, Agger 6, G Johnson 7; Gerrard 6, 
Poulsen 6 (Aurelio 80min); Kuyt 6 (Shelvey 67, 6), Meireles 7, Rodriguez 5; Torres 
6. Subs not used: Gulacsi, Cole, Pacheco, Wilson, Ngog.  
FULHAM (4-4-2): Stockdale 8; Pantsil 5, Hangeland 6, Hughes 6, Baird 5; Duff 6 
(Gera 63, 6), Murphy 7, Sidwell 6, Dembele 4; Dempsey 6, A Johnson 7. Subs not 
used: Etheridge, S Kelly, Salcido, Kamara, Greening, Davies. Booked: Pantsil. Man 
of the match: David Stockdale.  
Referee: Lee Probert 6.  

 

 
Pantsil gifts Dalglish his first home win 
Liverpool 1 Pantsil og 52  
Fulham 0  
Att: 40,466  
Richard Keys was right: enduring an assistant referee who does not understand 
the offside rule is the kind of thing to drive Kenny Dalglish potty. The Liverpool 
manager, though, found himself with reason to complain at the performance of 
Mike McDonough, a man, rather than a woman, and at least found his anger 
cooled by John Pantsil doing him a favour.  
Quite how furious the 59 year-old would have been had McDonough's decision to 
rule out a Fernando Torres strike for offside after just six minutes cost his side a 
victory on a bad-tempered, disjointed evening would, no doubt, have matched 
that of Keys and Andy Gray at the sight of a woman holding a flag.  
He would have been justified, too: McDonough's was a poor judgment, Torres 
racing on to Raul Meireles's perfectly-weighted through ball, timing his run to 
perfection, before clipping past David Stockdale.  
Anfield erupted; and then, with the sight of that erroneous flag, so did Dalglish. 
That explosion would have continued long into the night - since his return to his 
former employers, Dalglish has shown a predilection for challenging the efficacy 
of officials - had Pantsil not found himself the victim of the most miserable luck, 
inadvertently helping the ball over his own-goal line and firing Liverpool into 
seventh place in the Premier League table.  
When Torres wheeled away to milk the applause of the Anfield Road end, this 
looked the sort of evening Dalglish's appointment was supposed to inspire. 
Liverpool, freewheeling, swarmed forward, the ball at their feet, a song in their 
heart.  
Meireles, his campaign to ensure Liverpool do not end the season totally empty-
handed by lifting the January Player of the Month crown, saw a header flicked 
away by David Stockdale, before Torres ballooned over when a flowing move 
down the right flank deserved much more.  
Slowly, though, that momentum ebbed. Fulham, their intention to staunch 
Liverpool's flow evident from Mark Hughes's decision to deploy three central 
midfielders, grew more comfortable, Anfield more restless.  
The moments to raise the pulse still came - Glen Johnson cutting inside from his 
left-back berth and forcing Stockdale into an impressive fingertip save - but rather 
than excitement, more often than not they were down to nerves.  
Fulham, the threat at their rear dissipated, began to issue their own sorties, most 
notably through the languid, menacing Moussa Dembele. It was the Belgian who 
wasted the guests' best chance of the opening period, firing straight at Pepe Reina 
after Daniel Agger failed to intercept Andy Johnson's low cross, but that 
aberration aside, he gave Fulham by far their most consistent threat.  
He was not alone, though: Clint Dempsey, too, drew Reina into action, the 
Spaniard parrying the American's shot after Martin Kelly, otherwise excellent 
again, presented the ball to his opponent on the edge of his own penalty area.  
Those watching would have ample reason to comprehend why Dalglish has 
identified Luis Suarez, as well as Charlie Adam, as such key signings.  
Suarez, the Uruguayan, would provide Liverpool with added teeth; Adam with 
extra eyes. Without that infusion of fresh talent, even at the exorbitant cost that 
would tempt Ajax and Blackpool to sell their prize assets, this side will still labour.  
Liverpool even managed to take the lead without diminishing the need for 
reinforcements, Pantsil's own-goal one of the strangest, and most fortuitous, 
likely to be seen this season as Brede Hangeland deflected Torres's shot on to the 
post before it ricocheted off both the Ghanaian and Chris Baird on its way over 
the line. Sadly for Pantsil, his evening was not destined to get any quieter. First, 
he squared up to Gerrard after a sequence of play which entailed five fouls, 
committed by players in both white and red, in as many second, then being 
booked for a collision with Johnson and a brief spat with Daniel Agger.  
That Liverpool were clearly so edgy was telling; their failure to score a second, 
decisive goal condemning Dalglish's side to an anxious final 20 minutes.  
Slowly, but surely, they committed all of the same errors which so often 
undermined Rafael Benitez and then Roy Hodgson: Dalglish may rank as royalty, 
but he is no wizard.  
They sat back, inviting pressure; they aimed long balls hopefully down the 
channels, when possession was key; they grew lacklustre in the pass and weary in 
the challenge. Fulham, for all their travel sickness, did all they could to strike.  
Aaron Hughes saw one header tipped wide by the flying form of Reina, Dembele 
narrowly failed to convert when another Danny Murphy free-kick caused chaos in 
a teetering Liverpool back line.  
Fingernails were bitten to the quick until, at last, Lee Probert gave Dalglish what 
he had been waiting for; an official, finally, did the Liverpool manager a favour.  
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Reina; Kelly, Skrtel, Agger, Johnson; Gerrard, Poulsen (Aurelio 
80); Kuyt (Shelvey 66), Meireles, Maxi; Torres. Subs: Gulacsi, Wilson, Cole, 
Pachecho, Ngog.  
Fulham (4-5-1): Stockdale; Pantsil, Hangeland, Hughes, Baird; Duff (Gera 63), 
Dembele, Murphy, Sidwell, Dempsey; Johnson. Referee: L Probert (Gloucester).  
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Dalglish in the ascendant as Pantsil slip sinks Fulham 
IN THE the years when Kenny Dalglish last managed Liverpool, when "first was 
first and second was nowhere", being seventh as February dawns would have 
been considered a disastrous state of affairs. This morning it will be used to justify 
the second coming.  
Victories over Wolverhampton Wanderers and now Fulham, a club who have 
never won at Anfield in their history and who lost to an own goal last night, are 
frankly the minimum requirements for recovery. However, both on and off the 
pitch, Liverpool are beginning to look like contenders again, even if it is only for a 
place in the Europa League.  
It was a goalless draw against Fulham in soft April sunshine that condemned 
Rafael Benitez's regime by ensuring Liverpool could not qualify for the Champions 
League and had a trio of late chances, the best of which fell to Moussa Dembele, 
been converted last night, they would have inflicted further embarrassment on 
the red half of Merseyside. Although it was Mark Hughes who stood on the 
touchline and kicked out in frustration, Fulham are still a credit to the man who 
created this team, one Roy Hodgson.  
It has seemed weeks, such have been the ebbs and undercurrents of the story, 
but it was only four days before when Liverpool last took the field, that Andy Gray 
and Richard Keys made their observations about a female linesman that made a 
bonfire of their careers.  
At Molineux, Sian Massey had unwittingly answered their jeers by correctly 
judging a razor-thin offside decision that led to Raul Meireles' opening goal. As 
early as the fifth minute here, there was another marginal call as Meireles sent 
through Fernando Torres to score and this time the male linesman flagged, 
incorrectly as it turned out, for offside. It is, however, unlikely that a photograph 
of a scantily clad Mick McDonough, taken in a nightclub, will be adorning the front 
page of The Sun under the headline "Get 'Em Off".  
Had the goal stood, it is possible to imagine Liverpool would have steamrollered 
Fulham by the time McDonough walked off for the interval. Dalglish's results have 
not been a massive improvement on those eked out under Hodgson's 
consumptive regime but Torres' confidence appears on another plane.  
He had judged his run and shot beautifully and, later in the half, Rafael Benitez's 
greatest gift to Liverpool was attempting an overhead kick and trying to beat 
David Stockdale with a looping shot delivered from the fringes of the penalty 
area.  
He did not actually score the breakthrough goal seven minutes after the restart 
but it was his shot that deflected off the tall sprawling figure of Brede Hangeland, 
struck the post and in the chaos that followed was put into his own net by John 
Pantsil.  
The fact that Australia have qualified to meet Japan in the Asian Cup final meant 
that Mark Schwarzer was in Qatar rather than enduring the sight of Torres driving 
through the Fulham back-four like a racehorse coming through the mist. 
However, Stockdale's reflexes ensured Schwarzer was not missed.  
Dalglish has introduced the kind of width that has been lacking since Gerard 
Houllier, the first modern manager to have no connection to Bill Shankly's Boot 
Room, began his reconstruction of Liverpool. Glen Johnson, transformed into a 
left-back because Dalglish has no real faith in Paul Konchesky, ran at the Fulham 
back four to deliver a venomous shot that Stockdale tipped over but compared to 
his earlier save from Meireles' full-length diving header, it was nothing. That was 
the product of a fine, low cross from Martin Kelly, the young right-back, who 
already looks the best bet in the long term for both Liverpool and England.  
Fulham, however, recovered their balance sufficiently to force a couple of smart 
saves of their own from Pepe Reina before the interval and for their fans to begin 
chanting Hodgson's name, something that never happened during his brief, 
chaotic reign at Anfield. "Roy, Roy, Roy, Roy, Roy" they sang to the tune of the 
1970s children's television show, Banana Splits. The Kop answered with a single 
chorus of "Dalglish" that seemed to be the night's definitive statement.  
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Reina; Kelly, Skrtel, Agger, Johnson; Gerrard, Poulsen (Aurelio, 
80); Kuyt (Shelvey, 66), Meireles, Rodriguez; Torres. Substitutes not used Gulacsi 
(g), Fabio, Cole, Pacheco, Wilson, Ngog.  
Fulham (4-4-2): Stockdale; Pantsil, Hughes, Hangeland, Baird; Duff (Gera, 63), 
Sidwell, Murphy, Dempsey; Dembele, Johnson. Substitutes not used: Etheridge 
(g), Kelly, Salcido, Kamara, Greening, Davies.  
Booked Pantsil.  
Possession Liverpool 54% Fulham 46%.  
Referee L Probert (Gloucestershire). Att 40,466.  

 

 
KOP'S LUCKY PANTS 
IT IS surely too late to mount a top-four challenge, but Liverpool at least emerged 
from a bizarre contest with the smell of Europe in their nostrils.  
Victory, thanks to a surreal own goal from hapless Fulham defender John Pantsil, 
moved the Reds up to seventh place - and reinforced the idea that King Kenny has 
the Midas touch.  
It was not the most convincing of wins, and Liverpool were left clinging on at the 
end.  
But it gives Dalglish the best win ratio of any manager in the club's history - and 
suggests the fates are behind him as he tries to steer the Reds into the Europa 
League placings.  
It is not only the style of football that has changed under the new manager, with a 
brisker, more typical passing game at Anfield now. It is the atmosphere too, 
thanks to the return of the Kop legend.  
After a subdued performance from his side last night, the luck that turned the 
contest Liverpool's way - and kept them ahead in a frantic finale - suggested even 
the Gods are on his side.  
The goal, on 52 minutes, came after two deflections directed the ball to Fernando 
Torres and then on to a post.  
Pantsil then contrived to slice the ball into his own net in the ensuing scramble.  
As they have often complained, Liverpool have lacked luck this season. But not 
last night. And a top-six finish in now a realistic target.  
Given that they are in the same position as Rafa Benitez finished last season - and 
still hankering to invest in an obviously understrength squad - it is as though the 
brief Roy Hodgson era didn't happen.  
But there is a new sense of optimism around the place, not least among the fans.  
Earlier this season, the tension that gripped the crowd and the players would 
have resulted in a disaster at the end. But somehow Liverpool rode their luck.  
After taking that fortunate lead, they never really killed off their opponents, and 
then faced a barrage in the final 10 minutes. Aaron Hughes almost scored from 
one of a succession of corners, denied only by the athleticism of Pepe Reina.  
Raul Meireles cleared from the line when Brede Hangeland headed goalwards.  
And the worst miss came two minutes from time when another corner saw the 
ball drop at Moussa Dembele's feet. Criminally, the striker shot too weakly at 
Reina from four yards out.  
It was not the Fulham forward's only crime of the night. Just before the interval 
he wasted another glorious opportunity.  
Like Clint Dempsey before him, he tamely shot too close to Reina.  
For Liverpool, that lack of a clinical finish was the luck they needed.  
They did not have all the luck though. There is an unspoken rule in football that 
suggests if fate can deliver some delicious irony in the game, it probably will.  
Whether it is fate, or karma, or just plain coincidence, it was surely inevitable that 
this match would be underscored with a controversy surrounding a referee's 
assistant, given the furore that surrounded Sian Massey's running of the line at 
Wolves on Saturday.  
There, Liverpool enjoyed a victory in part because of her correct call on marginal 
offside decisions, despite questions in some quarters about her knowledge of the 
rule.  
Last night they were denied what seemed a perfectly good goal on six minutes by 
a linesman getting his call wrong, when Torres was clearly onside as he raced on 
to a Meireles pass and coolly stroked home.  
The irony would not be lost on Ms Massey, given it was the official's eyesight, not 
his gender, that was called into question.  
Fulham keeper David Stockdale saved well from Meireles and Glen Johnson, but 
that was it for the home side.  
And they had some good fortune and some bad finishing to thank for this latest 
chapter in King Kenny's legend - but it is still a record-breaking win in the history 
books.  
LIVERPOOL: Reina 8, Kelly 7, Skrtel 6, Agger 6, G Johnson 6, Gerrard 7, Poulsen 7 
(Aurelio 80), Kuyt 6 (Shelvey 66, 6), Meireles 7, Maxi 6, Torres 6.  
FULHAM: Stockdale 7, Pantsil 6, Hughes 7, Hangeland 7, Baird 6, Duff 6 (Gera 63, 
6), Murphy 7, Sidwell 6, Dempsey 6, A Johnson 6, Dembele 5.  
REF: Lee Probert ATT: 40,466 
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Luke Traynor on a hard-fought win that sees the Reds go seventh 
BACK-TO-BACK Liverpool league victories used to be as guaranteed as six minutes 
of stoppage time at Old Trafford. 
Grinding out result after result was the Anfield way of old which helped propel 
them to titles and silverware. 
Whether playing with guile and distinction or winning ugly, it was the foundation 
of the Reds’ success in times gone by. 
That last night’s 1-0 victory against Fulham was only the second time the Reds 
have recorded consecutive Premiership victories during this campaign is a 
measure of just how low Liverpool’s fortunes had sunk under the stewardship of 
Roy Hodgson. 
Not since October, when Blackburn and Bolton were defeated in the space of 
week, had that feat been achieved. 
But make no mistake, the turnaround that has seen Liverpool follow up last 
Saturday’s drubbing of Wolves and now sneak past a determined Fulham side last 
night is hugely significant. 
Rising to seventh in the Premiership, the Reds can now rightly entertain thoughts 
of European qualification as a mood of optimism sweeps through Anfield. 
It was a tough slog for Kenny Dalglish’s men last night, as Liverpool huffed and 
puffed their way to victory. 
It could have been so very different, as with a twist of irony, a linesman’s flag 
could have denied them all the spoils. 
After the drama of ‘Sky Sports-Gate’, an assistant referee once more stepped into 
the spotlight during a game. 
unlike the admirable Sian Massey, whose eagle-eyed officiating ultimately led to 
the exits of mighty mouth pundits Andy Gray and Richard Keys, flag man Mick 
McDonough was unable to follow her lead. 
His errant offside call, six minutes into the game, denied the Reds and Fernando 
Torres a perfectly legitimate goal that would have eased the nerves much earlier 
in the night. 
This was a very different Fulham to the version Dalglish faced at Anfield as 
Liverpool manager when the Cottagers were thumped 10-0 in a Littlewoods Cup 
game in 1986. 
Now, Mark Hughes’ charges are a much more hardy bunch, having won four of 
their last six games, and with one of the meanest rearguards in the top flight, they 
held a typically rigid formation that dared the Reds to find a touch of magic to 
break them down. 
Liverpool, buoyed by last weekend’s win at Wolves, went about their business 
with relish in the first half with an encouraging display full of passing and 
movement. 
The second half, however, was a different matter, as after going in front, the Reds 
retreated alarmingly and the Whites bombarded Reina’s goal in an aerial assault 
which, on another day, would have merited a draw. 
Dalglish’s men never got into fifth gear at all, but they had the edge on a resilient 
Fulham and signs of an understanding between Torres, Gerrard and Meireles 
bodes well for the future. 
The win, the Scot’s first at Anfield since his appointment, pushes Liverpool up to 
seventh spot in the Premiership, heady heights for the Reds who at one time were 
contemplating slipping into relegation abyss. 
Liverpool made one change from the side which comprehensively beat Wolves 
last weekend, Steven Gerrard returning from suspension and Christian Poulsen 
keeping his place in favour of Lucas who picked up a thigh injury at Molineux. 
Glen Johnson continued at left-back which meant that Paul Konchesky missed out 
against his former club. 
Midfielder Steve Sidwell won his full debut for The Whites while former Red 
Danny Murphy, 33, captained the side in central midfield. 
Buoyed by the win at Wolves, Liverpool began confidently and should have been 
in front instantly when a cute Raul Meireles pass sent Fernando Torres sprinting 
clear who finished easily. 
Enter Mick McDonough who raised his flag. Replays showed, however, the 
Spaniard was plainly level with the last Fulham defender. 
Where was Sian Massey when you needed her? 
McDonough should be taking lessons from the Coventry schoolteacher who’s 
dominated the sports and news headlines this week. 
Undeterred, the Reds continued to push forward, and they went close again when 
Martin Kelly’s cross was headed goalwards by Meireles only to be denied by the 
fingertips of David Stockdale. 
Dalglish’s men were playing attractive and confident football, but Fulham’s rigid 
formation held them at bay and temporarily quietened down the crowd, before a 
jink inside by Glen Johnson and subsequent rasping drive was pushed over by an 
over-employed Stockdale. 
There were still alarms for the Reds, however, first when a Kelly slip allowed Clint 
Dempsey a strike on goal which Reina fumbled, and a more glaring opportunity 
for Mousa Dembele, seconds later, who stabbed straight at the Spaniard from an 
Andy Johnson cross with the goal at his mercy. 

 

 
But if Liverpool had been hard done by at the start of the game, fortune was 
definitely on their side six minutes into the second half. 
Torres, again in confident mood, fired a deflected shot onto the post, and in 
almost comedic fashion, Chris Baird and John Pantsil got into a terrible tangle, the 
latter bundling the ball over the line to end a comedy of errors for Fulham. 
Liverpool deserved it, but rather than trying to build on their lead, Dalglish’s men 
inexplicably sat back for most of the second half. 
It almost played into Fulham’s hands, who gained confidence in the last 30 
minutes, and they nearly pulled level with first a Chris Baird header and, minutes 
later, a Hangeland effort which was scrambled off the line by Meireles. 
This wasn’t any kind of vintage display from Liverpool, but in this competitive 
Premiership three points are like gold dust. 
Before the game, Mark Hughes had hinted how his side would face a far tougher 
proposition on Merseyside than what might have been the case pre-Kenny. 
He said: “Maybe it’s not the easiest time to go to Anfield, because everybody 
there is on a high.” 
Sparky was certainly right, but only just. 

 


